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Abstract 
Database mining can be defmed as the process of mining for implicit, previously unknown, and 
potentially useful information from very large databases by efficient knowledge discovery 
techniques. Naturally such a process . may open up new inference channels, detect new intrusion 
patterns, and raises new security problems. New security concern and research problems are 
addressed and identified. Finally a particularly well developed theory, rough set theory, is 
discussed and some potential applications to security problems are illustrated. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Two recent events, occurring within a week of each other, open up a new area of concern and 
research. The first of these was the Ninth IFIP Working Group 11.3 Working Conference on 
Database Security which was held a Rensellaraville, New York. At the suggestion of Dr. T. Y. 
Lin, of San Jose State University, a sidebar session was held to begin to explore the issues of data 
mining as it relates to security. Less than a week after this meeting, the First Annual Conference 
on Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining was held in Montreal with an attendance of 340 
people. What these two events suggest is that data mining is emerging as a significant area of 
interest. However, while data mining promises to open up exciting new areas for extracting 
valuable data from both legacy databases as well as future databases that may be designed with 
data mining as a support goal, the data mining session at the IFIP conference suggests that there 
may be significant security concerns in data mining. This is not to suggest that data mining should 
be avoided, but to raise security as one of the issues that should be considered and addressed. To 
provide the IFIP audience with a perspective on this problem, the authors of this papers presented 
talks on various facets of data mining and security. 

At this stage it appears that any comments or observations may be too early to influence any 
decisions. This paper is a summary of the presentations at the data mining and security session at 
the IFIP Working Conference in Database Security. The session was moderated by T.Y. Lin. 
Thomas Hinke, Donald Marks, Bhavani Thuraisingham, and T. Y. Lin gave presentations at the 
session. Thomas Hinke explains ~e security concern through his non-security research results in 
section 2. Donald Marks identifies data mining with classical inference problem and his views are 
given in section 3. Bhavani Thuraisingham presents two possible views of data mining to security 
problems in section 4. Finally T. Y. Lin presents a short exposition on rough sets and data mining, 
and concludes with a discussion of potential applications to security problems in section 5. 

2. DATA MINING AS A SECURITY CONCERN (Thomas Hinke) 

Thomas Hinke presented an overview of their NASA data mining research. This research does not 
have any security concerns; in fact it has just the opposite objective to provide content-based 
metadata (data about data) for the anticipated vast data holding of the Earth Observing System 
Data and Information System (EOSDIS). This content-based metadata would then be used to 
assist scientists in fmding data of interest from the EOSDIS data holdings. However, even though 
this project has no security focus, it provides a useful example of data mining in a scientific-data 
domain. The problem addressed by the UAH data mining research is that the amount of data in 
scientific data archives is growing. Some estimates project that projects such as EOSDIS will 
ingest up to one terabyte of data per day Scientists need to be able to find data of interest -
proverbial "needle in a haystack." The problem of finding data is difficult since there is a lack of 
content-based metadata. The typical metadata available in the currently operation Version 0 
EOSDIS system is limited to satellite, sensor and date captured. All of these represent non
content-based inetadata. The only content-based metadata available on some data sets are browse 
images that provide a low resolution view of one of the channels of the data. However, this 
cannot be automatically processed. From our discussions with users of data at the Marshall Space 
Flight Center's Distributed Active Archive Center (the EOSDIS archive), there is a general lack of 
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agreement as to what metadata is desired. Thus, this precludes the capture of content-based 
metadata during data ingest. 

One solution to this problem, which we initiated with the Marshall Space Flight Center's 
Distributed Active Archive Center, was the development of the ADaM data miner, to mine for 
data holes (lack of data over some area due to its location between swaths or the lack of capture 
of data from the sensor) and for values of interest. The ADaM data miner will automatically stage 
data from the WORM (Write Once Read Many) jukebox archive, mine it and then report the 
results of the mining. The ADaM data minier is being extended on a current NASA Headquarters 
project, to mine for phenomena or interest, such as severe storms. Information on this project can 
be found on the project home page at 

http: $\backslash\backslash$www.cs.uah.edu/$\sim$infotechlnrarnining.html. 

3. Inference Problem and Data Mining (Donald Marks) 

Data mining (DM) is an attempt to answer the long-standing question "what does all this data 
mean?''. Such investigations are inherently an attempt to automate the "inference problem" in 
database security. Inference is basically the process of establishing relationships between data 
sets, the same objective as data mining. That is, given that certain attributes apply to a set of data, 
we "know" that certain other attributes also apply to that set of data. This is equivalent to stating 
that one set "implies" the other. 

Now, in a multi-level secure (MLS) database, we do not want Low-classified data to infer 
High-classified data. Data mining processes cannot be used to compromise such rules, of course. 
This is because each DM process must operate at a specified level (i.e. Low) and must have 
access to the High data in order to "discover" the rule. However, such Low-to-High rules may be 
"common knowledge" but unknown to the database designer. Data mining could then be used to 
combine Low information until the tail of the common-knowledge rule is derived. This is the 
process of inference. Data are put together "in a surprising way" until some common-knowledge 
rule, relating Low and High data, can be applied. 

Fortunately, data mining can be used effectively to enforce security. The most straightforward 
way is to search for rules relating Low and High data. We need not be concerned with chains of 
inferences, merely what conjunction of attributes for a High set may be implied by Low
classified attributes for that set. The security officer doing this analysis has some advantages over 
an attacker, since he/she has access to both the High and Low data. In most systems, there is 
relatively little High data, so the number of rules relating High data to Low data is much fewer 
than the total number of possible rules. 

4. DATA MINING AND SECURITY (Bhavani Thuraisingham) 

Data mining is the process of posing a series of appropriate queries to extract information from 
large quantities of data in the database. Data mining techniques can be applied to handle problems 
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in database security. On the other hand, data mining techniques can also be employed to cause 
security problems. This position paper reviews both aspects. 

Data mining techniques include those based on rough sets, inductive logic programming, 
machine learning, and neural networks, among others. Essentially one arrives at some hypothesis, 
which is the information extracted, from examples and patterns observed. These patterns are 
observed from posing a series of queries; each query may depend on the response obtained to the 
previous queries posed. 

Data mining techniques have applications in intrusion detection and auditing databases. In the 
case of auditing, the data to be mined is the large quantity of audit data. One may apply data 
mining tools to detect abnormal patterns. For example, suppose an employee makes an excessive 
number of trips to a particular country and this fact is known by posing some queries. The next 
query to pose is whether the employee has associations with certain people from that country. If 
the answer is positive, then the employee's behavior is flagged. 

While the previous example shows how data mining tools can be used to detect abnormal 
behavior, the next example shows how data mining tools can be applied to cause security 
problems. Consider a user who has the ability to apply data mining tools. This user can pose 
various queries and infer sensitive hypothesis. That is, the inference problem occurs via data 
mining. There are various ways to handle this problem. One approach is as follows. Given a 
database and a particular data mining tool, apply the tool to see if sensitive information can be 
deduced from the unclassified information legitimately obtained. If so, then there is an inference 
problem. There are some issues with this approach. One is that we are applying only one tool. In 
reality, the user may have several tools available to him. Furthermore, it is impossible to cover all 
ways that the inference problem could occur. 

Another approach is to build an inference controller which acts during run-time. As the user 
applies data mining tools, the inference controller will analyze the queries posed by the user and 
the answers, and determines the types of responses that should be released to the user for each 
query. The issues involved in building such an inference controller have to be determined. 

In summary, data mining is an area that is growing rapidly. Not only are there several 
prototypes, commercial products are also appearing. One needs to take advantage of these tools 
to handle certain problems in security. On the other hand, these tools can also cause security 
problems. Therefore, appropriate measures have to be taken to detect/prevent such problems. 

5. ROUGH SETS AND DATABASE MINING (T. Y. LIN) 

The theory of rough sets, originated by Zdzislaw Pawlak, has been developed rapidly in the past 
decade, and has evolved into a technology. This emerging new technology concerns the 
classificatory analysis of imprecise, uncertain or incomplete information. In the past few years, it 
has been demonstrated that rough set theory is a very effective methodology for data analysis and 
discovering rules in the attribute-value based domains. It is an efficient tool for database mining in 
relational databases. 

Database mining can be defined as the process of mining for implicit, previously unknown, 
and potentially useful information from very large databases by efficient knowledge discovery 
techniques. Mining is an expensive procedure, so we should retain as much information as 
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possible from the relational databases. For examples, (intensional) functional dependencies (FD) 
are known constraints in database. A database miner should not try to "re-discover" them. On the 
other hand, extensional-functional dependencies (EFD) that are not FD do need to be discovered. 
Even though rough set theory is more than a methodology of rule discovering, we will focus on 
this aspect here. 

5.1. Pawlak Information Systems and Relational Databases 

A relation consists of maps, t: A ---> V = uVa's, where t(a) £ Va, A ={a, b, ..... }is a set of 
attributes, Va = attribute domains. A relational data model consists of 

( 1) a collection of relations, 

(2) a set of constraints (e.g. keys, functional dependence) 

(3) a set of relational operators. 

Two such models are equivalent iff the set of relations and constraints and operator can be 
expressed by the other set of relations, constraints and operators using relational algebra. For 
any two equivalent models, their sets of all view instances is the same at all time. In 70s, Pawlak 
and his school have investigated logical properties of information systems, which are instances of 
relational databases. 

An Pawlak Information System consist of 

(1) U = {x,y, .. }is a set of entities of S, 
(2) A = {a, b, ..... } is a set of attributes, 

(3) Va =attribute domain; V= Union of' all Va's 
(4) To each x, there is a map 

x: A ---> V; x(a) tVa. 

Two different x's may define the same map, which is not allowed in the relational model. 

An information system is called a decision table, if A = C U D and C n D = cp, where C is called 
conditional attributes, and D is called decision attributes. Let B be a non-empty subset of A. B 
induces an equivalence relation, denoted by IND(B), on U: 

x::y (modB) iff x(b)=y(b)for'v'btB. 

The partition induced by B is called a classification of U generated by B. The ordered pair A= (U, 
B) is called an approximation space. Abstractly let R be a collection of equivalence relations on 
U, then the pair (U, R) is called Pawlak knowledge base. It is not difficult to see that the family 
IND(B) of all possible subsets B of A naturally induces a Pawlak knowledge base, and vice versa. 
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5.2. Simple Examples 

What are rules in an information system? It can be defined formally in terms of formulas in 
decision logic, we will proceed informally. A rule is a valid statement of the form "if p then q." 
Let us examine examples: Let an information system (in fact, a decision table) be given as 
follows: 

u TEST NEW OLD CASE RESULT 

Id-1 .10 .12 .12 .10 .10 

Id-2 .10 .12 .12 .12 .10 

Id-3 .12 .12 .12 .12 .12 

TableS ld-4 .10 .10 .12 .10 .12 

ld-5 .10 .10 .12 .20 .20 

ld-6 .20 .10 .12 .20 .20 

Id-7 .20 .20 .20 .20 .20 

ld-8 .12 .10 .12 .20 .14 

ld-9 .12 .10 .12 .20 .24 

Id-10 .20 .12 .20 .20 .16 

ld-10 .20 .12 .20 .20 .27 

The "sub-table" consist oftuple ID-1, ID-2, ... ID-7 will be denoted as TableS. 

Example: 
1. The first tuple induces the following rule: 

"If TEST=.10, NEW= .12, OLD=.12, CASE= .10, then RESULT= .10." is a rule. 

2. On the other hand, the eighth tuple can not induce a rule: 

"If TEST=.l2, NEW= .10, OLD =.12, CASE= 02, then RESULT= .14." is not a rule, 
because the same conditions imply RESULT= .24 too. 

Can we ftnd aU the rules? 
Yes, we will illustrate by examples. Let RESULT be the decision attribute, and let the conditional 
attributes be C = {TEST, NEW, OLD, CASE}. Then table above can be decomposed into two 
parts, consistent and inconsistent parts. Table S (namely, tuple 1 through tuple 7) is the consistent 
part. We will focus on S. 
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(5.2.1) Decision Classes: Consider the equivalence relation IND(RESULT) defined by decision 
attribute, 

ID-i :: ID-j iff ID-i.RESULT=ID-j.RESULT 

Then the objects in U are classified into decision classes 

DECISIONl={ID-l,ID-2}={x I ID-i.RESULT =.10}, 

DECISION2={1D-3,ID-4}={ xI ID-i.RESULT =.12}, 

DECISION3={1D-5,ID-6,ID-7}={ xI ID-i.RESULT =.20} 

(5.2.2) Condition Classes: Similarly, based on IND(C), 

ID-i :: ID-j iff (1) ID-i.TEST=ID-j.TEST, (2) ID-i.NEW=ID-j.NEW, 

(3) ID-i.OLD=ID-j.OLD, (4) ID-i.CASE=ID-j.CASE. 

where C ={TEST, NEW, OLD, CASE}, we have seven condition classes: 

CASEl={ID-1}, CASE2={1D-2}, CASE3={1D-3}, CASE4={1D-4}, CASES={ID-5}, 
CASE6={ID-6}, CASE7={1D-7}, 

The we fmd all the following inclusions: 

CASE! ~DECISION!, CASE2 ~DECISION!, CASE3 ~ DECISION2 

CASE4 ~ DECISION2, CASES ~ DECISION3, CASE6 ~ DECISION3 

CASE7 ~ DECISION3 

If S is a relation in a database, then these inclusions imply that RESULT is (extensionally) 
function dependent (EFD) on C. Pawlak call such EFD konwledge dependency (KD), in other 
words, KD = EFD. 

(5.2.3) Rules: These inclusions can be interpreted into 7 rules (one rule per tuple): 

If TEST=a, NEW= b, OLD=c, CASE= d, then RESULT= x, 

where a, b,c, d and x are appropriet numbers. 
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(5.2.4) Rules reduction: 7 rules can be simplified by reducing conditional attributes (OLD 
attrivute can be dropped), so we have 

If TEST=a, NEW= b, then RESULT= x. 

In fact, we can reduce further (Pawlak, 1991); 7 rules can be redcued into four rules: 

Rl. If TEST=.lO, NEW= .12, then RESULT= .10 
R2. If TEST=.12, then RESULT= .12 

R3. If CASE= .10, then RESULT= .12 
R4. If CASE= .20, then RESULT= .20 

More importantly, one can deduce the 7 rules from these four rules. By considering all possible 
choices of decision and conditional attributes, we have a procedure to fmd all rules in databases. 

5.3. Potential Applications in Database Security 

Let us give a MLS version of table S: 

u TEST NEW OLD CASE RESULT 

······ ...... . ..... 
Id-4 .lOT .lOT .lOT .12 T 
Id-5 .10 .lOT .20 .20T 
Id-6 .20 .10 .20 .20 
Id-7 .20 .20 .20 .20 

The confidential-view of the table is: 

u TEST NEW OLD CASE RESULT 
...... ...... . ..... 

Id-4 
Id-5 .10 .20 ? 
Id-6 .20 .10 .20 ,20 
Id-7 .20 .20 .20 .20 

Can we "infer" the value in ID-5.RESULT from the confidential-view? Yes, if we know the rule 
R4. So an MLS designer has to reconsider the classification of ID-5.CASE, if R4 is available to 
confidential users. 

Finally, we should like to comment here that many of the so called inference detection tools in 
the security community are, in fact, tools to detect functional dependencies. Strictly speaking, 
these tools are not "detection" tools. Functional dependencies are known at design time; they 
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should be obeyed by data in databases. It is inaccurate to claimed that these constrains are 
waiting to be discovered. So these tools are definitely not mining tools. 

Thuraisingham in Section 4 has pointed out two possible application directions. There are 
some initial works(T. Y. Lin, 1993, 1994) in one of her direction. The example above is in 
another direction of applications. These examples are also in the area identified by Marks. 
Database mining is a promising new area waiting for mining by all of us. 
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